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How do Christians reconcile their belief in one God with
the concept of three divine 'persons'? This Companion
provides an overview of how the Christian doctrine of the
Trinity has been understood and articulated in the last
two thousand years. The Trinitarian theologies of key
theologians, from the New Testament to the twentieth
century, are carefully examined and the doctrine of the
Trinity is brought into dialogue with non-Christian
religions as well as with other Christian beliefs. Authors
from a range of denominational backgrounds explore the
importance of Trinitarian thought, locating the Trinity
within the wider context of systematic theology.
Contemporary theology has seen a widespread revival of
the doctrine of the Trinity and this book incorporates the
most recent developments in the scholarship.
In this volume, a noted theologian brings together an
ecumenical roster of leading scholars to explore
trinitarian faith as it is concretely experienced in the life
of the church. Drawing upon and fostering renewed
interest in trinitarian theology, the contributors--including
Brian E. Daley, John Behr, and Kathleen McVey--clarify
the centrality of trinitarian doctrine in salvation, worship,
and life. This is the third volume in Holy Cross Studies in
Patristic Theology and History, a partnership between
Baker Academic and the Pappas Patristic Institute of
Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology. The
series is a deliberate outreach by the Orthodox
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community to Protestant and Catholic seminarians,
pastors, and theologians.
The first volume in the Guides to Theology series
provides an accessible, historical treatment of the Trinity.
It traces the doctrine of the Trinity as it emerges in early
Christianity, through medieval and reformation eras and
into the modern age.
Excerpt from Centennial, 1834-1934, Trinity Protestant
Episcopal Church, Michigan City, Indiana About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of
an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses stateof-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing
page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however,
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works.
East/West Summit on the Holy Trinity Held in Moscow.
Theologians and philosophers, typically rivals,
synergized in their pursuit of truth and understanding
regarding this central, unifying Christian belief,
demonstrating respective strengths in marvelous
complementary array. The next best thing to being there
are the papers that were presented and polished for this
volume.
In Divine Truth or Human Tradition? the author critically
examines the viewpoints and Scripture expositions of
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prominent evangelical scholars and apologists—including Dr.
James R. White (author of The Forgotten Trinity), Dr. John
MacArthur (President of The Master?s Seminary), Wayne
Grudem (author of the widely-read Systematic Theology),
Robert Morey (author of The Trinity, Evidence and Issues),
Robert L. Reymond (author of A New Systematic Theology of
the Christian Faith), and others... According to what has long
been considered mainstream Christian “orthodoxy,” the
doctrine of the Trinity (the idea that the one God of the Bible
is a singular being made up of three coequal and coeternal
„persons?) is not only central to the Christian faith, but even
necessary for one to accept in order to be counted as a true
Christian and be saved. Such a demand on a Christian?s
faith has come across as strange and perplexing to many,
especially so in light of the fact pointed out by one respected
Trinitarian: “[The Trinity] is not clearly or explicitly taught
anywhere in Scripture, yet it is widely regarded as a central
doctrine, indispensable to the Christian faith. In this regard, it
goes contrary to what is virtually an axiom [that is, a given, a
self-evident truth] of biblical doctrine, namely, that there is a
direct correlation between the scriptural clarity of a doctrine
and its cruciality to the faith and life of the church.” (Millard J.
Erickson, God in Three Persons, p. 11. Emphasis added)
Understandably, this fact has raised questions in the minds of
Christians and truth-seekers alike ever since the doctrine was
first articulated in the late 4th century. Many Christians have
wondered: How can a doctrine that is not clearly or explicitly
taught in the Bible be necessary to accept in order to be a
true practitioner of the Christian faith?
God the Holy Trinity brings together leading scholars from
diverse theological perspectives to reflect on various
theological and practical aspects of the core Christian
doctrine of the Trinity. Throughout, the essays highlight the
trinitarian shape of spiritual formation. Contributors include:
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Alister McGrath Ellen T. Charry Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J.
Frederica Mathewes-Green J. I. Packer James Earl Massey
Gerald L. Bray Cornelius Plantinga Jr. Timothy George
"Though the doctrine of the Trinity is basic for all Christian life
and reflection, it often remains shrouded in the theologians'
obfuscating mystery. This book, by contrast, with its stellar
line-up of contributors, shows why the Trinity is so important
for all communities of whatever denomination, documents
powerfully the practicality of the doctrine, and does so with
crystal clarity. It is an ideal volume for students, church
classes, laypeople, and ministers--indeed for anyone who
desires deeper understanding of the heart of the Christian
faith." --Mark A. Noll, McAnaney Professor of History,
University of Notre Dame "The Christian name of God is
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. This admirable book helps
explain why the renewal of trinitarian theology is critically
important for all of us." --Richard John Neuhaus, author of
American Babylon: Notes of a Christian Exile "This book
brings into the twenty-first century some of the fruits of the
remarkable ecumenical rediscovery of the Trinity in the
second half of the twentieth. Grounded in Scripture and
illustrated from the early, the medieval, and the postReformation church, trinitarian doctrine here both illuminates
several confessional traditions in Christianity and also offers
resources for facing various contemporary issues. Yet
warnings are rightly raised against too facile an application of
the recently fashionable 'social' construction of the triunity of
God. All in all, a stimulating collection of essays for both
positive and critical purposes." --Geoffrey Wainwright,
Cushman Professor of Christian Theology, Duke University
A theology of biblical interpretation, treating both topics in
light of their relationship to the triune God and the economy of
redemption.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
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important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
The Doctrine of the Trinity and Transubstantiation
ComparedAs to Scripture, Reason, and Tradition. In a New
Dialogue Between a Protestant and a Papist. The First Part.
Wherein an Answer is Given to the Late Proofs of the
Antiquity of Transubstantiation, in the Books Called
Consensus Veterum, and Nubes Testium, &cTrinityHarper
Collins

ÒA primary condition for fresh thinking on the Trinity is
an accurate, objective account of past and present
thoughtÓ wrote one reviewer when The Triune God first
appeared in 1972. ÒThis [is what] Fortman has
presented sensitively, accurately, and compactly.Ó The
author sets out Òto trace the historical development of
Trinitarian doctrine from its written beginnings to its
contemporary status.Ó Thus he treats the biblical
witness, the Council of Nicea, Augustine, the Middle
Ages, and the development of this doctrine from the
fifteenth century to the present in the Protestant,
Orthodox, and Catholic traditions.
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Two seductive strangers. One scandalous night. A trinity
of temptation. It was only supposed to be a single
encounter. A night stripped of sexual inhibition. We were
never supposed to become romantically involved. But
they were alluring and irresistible. They were also the
enemy. Their company wants to take the one thing that
means anything to me. Now, I'm navigating a dicey path.
Loving two men who can destroy me in a multitude of
ways. They can shatter my heart, wreck my dreams, but
worst of all, demolish the only place I've ever called
home.
What if the Trinity we've been taught is not the Trinity of
the Bible? In this groundbreaking book, Matthew Barrett
reveals a shocking discovery: we have manipulated the
Trinity, recreating the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in our
own image. With clarity and creativity, Barrett mines the
Scriptures as well as the creeds and confessions of the
faith to help you rediscover the beauty, simplicity, and
majesty of our Triune God. You will be surprised to learn
that what you believe about the Trinity has untold
consequences for salvation and the Christian life. To
truly know God, you must meet the One who is simply
Trinity.
This volume of twenty-four practical sermons from Trinity
Sunday to Advent marks an epoch in that it completes in
an unabridged form one branch of Luther's writings, the
eight of his Gospel and Epistle Postil. These Epistle
sermons especially apply the Christian truth to everyday
life. The order in developing the Christian life with the
best help from the prince of the Teutonic church fathers,
should be from the Small to the Large Catechism and
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then to his Epistle sermons. To all Laymen of
Evangelical Christendom interested in developing a
deeper Christian Life, on the basis of the spiritual
classics of our Protestant Church Fathers, this volume of
sermons that apply the pure doctrine of God's Word to
everyday life, is prayerfully dedicated.
Shy member of the Trinity? Doesn't the Holy Spirit fill us
with bold faith? Yes, say the authors, but the Spirit
makes us bold in order to proclaim Jesus Christ. Bruner
and Horden show how the Spirit points us to Christ - not
simply to greater spiritual experiences. The work of the
Holy Spirit is to thrill us with Christ, to infect us with
enthusiasm for all that Christ can do for men and women
and for the world, to change things, to renew institutions,
to salvage lives. This helpful study of biblical teaching
speaks to all who are faced with divisions and debates
about the Holy Spirit today.
For 1700 years the Trinity has been considered the
cornerstone of Christianity by all mainstream churches.
But the Bibles words for God, appearing thousands of
times, never mean a triune God. The concept of the
Trinity has been taught to churchgoers based solely on
implication and inference. The truth is, the Scriptures
dont support the doctrine of the Trinity, but it has been
indoctrinated into the minds of otherwise intelligent and
well-educated Christians and perpetuated as a mystery
not meant to be understood. The majority of Christians
have not bothered to investigate the doctrine for
themselves, and consequently have been duped. Ms.
Lackey suggests that far too many Christians attend
church with the attitude: Tell me, pastor, what do I
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believe today? Ms. Lackey expressed her resentment at
being accused of being a heretic, not being a Christian,
and being condemned to hell because of her strong
belief in the human Jesus, the Messiah and Son of God,
as opposed to being the one Almighty God. Her strong
conviction led her to collaborate with biblical Unitarian
authors to create a book that challenges the centuriesold man-made doctrines of the Trinity, the mainstay of
ecclesiastical tradition. Ms. Lackey sees the Trinity as
blight on the true Christianity taught by Jesus Christ for
the benefit of humanity and feels Trinitarian Christians
have traded Hebrew theology for Geek mythology with
barely a question asked. She further contends that the
majority of Christians believe in the Trinity primarily
because they are expected to! Not to accept this dogma
would place them under condemnation from both their
brethren and the clergy. Ms. Lackey invites churchgoers
everywhere to consider that they may have been drawn
into a thinly veiled polytheism a belief in more than one
God. She adamantly contends that Christians must take
more responsibility for their beliefs and stop settling for
centuries-old, creeds and doctrines as scriptural truth!
The cover illustration depicts the agony experienced by
Michael Servetus, a brilliant Spanish physician and
theologian, who as one of the first Protestants to
challenge the Trinity, was slowly burned at the stake in
1553, his book fastened to his thigh, at the instigation of
the Protestant reformer John Calvin.
Participating in God claims that a doctrine of the Trinity
cannot be developed in isolation from pastoral
experience. It is not sufficient to view the persons of the
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Trinity as offering a mere example for human
relationships; actual participation in this triune
communication shapes both our knowledge of God and
the pastoral practices that flow from it. Paul S. Fiddes
develops a radical understanding of the "persons" in God
as nothing other than relations, or as movements of
divine relationship into which we are drawn. This
important new book engages in conversation with recent
thought about the Trinity in Catholic, Protestant, and
Orthodox theology. But it does so always through
theological reflection on pastoral concerns. Fiddes brings
the doctrine of the Trinity into dialogue with key issues,
including the relation of the individual to community, the
nature of power and authority, the effect of intercessory
prayer, the problems of suffering, the power of
forgiveness, the threat of death, the use of spiritual gifts,
and the living of a sacramental life. Participating in God
is essential reading for all those interested in Christian
doctrine and pastoral care.
What can the early church contribute to theology today?
Donald Fairbairn takes us back to the biblical roots and
central convictions of the early church, showing us what
we have tended to overlook, especially in our
understanding of God as Trinity, the person of Christ and
the nature of our salvation as sharing in the Son's
relationship to the Father.
From the acclaimed author who enthralled the world with
Exodus, Battle Cry, QB VII, Topaz, and other beloved
classics of twentieth-century fiction comes a sweeping
and powerful epic adventure that captures the "terrible
beauty" of Ireland during its long and bloody struggle for
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freedom. It is the electrifying story of an idealistic young
Catholic rebel and the valiant and beautiful Protestant
girl who defied her heritage to join his cause. It is a tale
of love and danger, of triumph at an unthinkable cost -- a
magnificent portrait of a people divided by class, faith,
and prejudice -- an unforgettable saga of the fires that
devastated a majestic land . . . and the unquenchable
flames that burn in the human heart.
The Trinity is one of the most essential doctrines of the
Christian faith. The eternal God existing as three distinct
persons—Father, Son, and Spirit—can be difficult to
comprehend. While Christians often struggle to find the
right words to describe this union, the Bible gives clarity
concerning the triune God’s being and activity in nature
(creation), grace (redemption), and glory (reward). In this
concise volume, theologian Scott Swain examines the
doctrine of the Trinity, presenting its biblical foundations,
systematic-theological structure, and practical relevance
for the church today.

A lively debate has been heating up among some of
the foremost authorities on Karl Barth as they seek
to answer a crucial point of contention: Is the Trinity
complete in itself from all eternity or is it constituted
by the eternal decision of election? Trinity and
Election in Contemporary Theology offers a
collection of essays that seek to address this
question through rigorous and critical treatment of
select topics in the theology of Karl Barth by
contemporary interpreters from both Protestant and
Roman Catholic perspectives.
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The doctrine of the Trinity confounds many
Christians. Because they do not have a proper
understanding of this truth, they therefore lack the
means to make it meaningful in their theology,
worship, and everyday life. Resurrecting the Trinity
wants to change this. In non-academic prose, this
book explains the fuzziness and apathy surrounding
the Trinity. It provides a fascinating and erudite
journey as to how it got this way, and then goes on
to show how it is the center of everything and how
this glorious doctrine exudes with love, vitality, and
richness. An expert in historical and systematic
theology, the author contends that the existence of
God as Trinity was the central affirmation of the
ancient church and the truth from which all other
theological understanding flowed. However, for us
Western Christians (both Protestant and Catholic)
the Trinity has faded into obscurity, the light shed by
its reality dimmed to the point of nearly flickering out.
While we still verbally affirm the truth of the Trinity,
for all practical purposes we have lost its meaning,
and in the process lost the biblical picture of Jesus
Christ as Lord of creation as well. Were we to deny
the Trinity altogether, it is doubtful much would
change in our churches on a day-to-day basis.
This handbook examines the history of Trinitarian
theology and reveals the Nicene unity still at work
among Christians today despite ecumenical
differences and the variety of theological
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perspectives. The forty-three chapters are organized
into the following seven parts: the Trinity in Scripture,
Patristic witnesses to the Trinitarian faith, Medieval
appropriations of the Trinitarian faith, the
Reformation through to the 20th Century, Trinitarian
Dogmatics, the Trinity and Christian life, and
Dialogues (addressing ecumenical, interreligious,
and cultural interactions). The phrase 'Trinitarian
faith' can hardly be understood outside of reference
to the Councils of Nicaea and Constantinople and to
their reception: the doctrine of the Trinity is
indissociably connected to the reading of Scripture
through the ecclesial and theological traditions. The
modern period is characterized especially by the
arrival of history, under two principal aspects:
'historical theology' and 'philosophies of history'. In
contemporary theology, the principal 'theological loci'
are Trinity and creation, Trinity and grace, Trinity and
monotheism, Trinity and human life (ethics, society,
politics and culture), and more broadly Trinity and
history. In all these areas, this handbook offers
essays that do justice to the diversity of view points,
while also providing, insofar as possible, a coherent
ensemble.
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